
Information Questions

a.  Do you live in Tokyo?
b.  Where do you live?

1. How many answers are there to question a? 1 2 3

2. What are they?    a.  __________, I do.

            b.  __________, I don’t.

3. What do you call this kind of question (a)? _________________

4. What is the first word of a yes/no question? _________________

5. Is there a limit to the number of answers to question b? yes no

6. What do you call this kind of question (b)? _________________

7. What is the question word in question b? _________________

8. Where do you put the question word in a question? _________________

a.  My favorite singer is Bruno Mars.
b.  I had a sandwich for lunch today.
c.  Skyler was born in 2009.

d.  We will go to Okinawa next summer.
e.  I went home because I felt sick.
f.   Kenna comes to school by train.

9. Which of these sentences talks about reason? _________________

10. Which of these sentences talks about time? _________________

11. Which of these sentences talks about method or way? _________________

12. Which of these sentences talks about place? _________________

13. Which of these sentences talks about a thing? _________________

14. Which of these sentences talks about a person? _________________

15. What question word would you use to ask about a person? _________________

16. What question word would you use to ask about a thing? _________________

17. What question word would you use to ask about time? _________________

18. What question word would you use to ask about a place? _________________

19. What question word would you use to ask about reason? _________________

20. What question word would you use to ask about a method? _________________

21. How do you rewrite these sentences as yes/no questions?

a.  ___________________________________________________?

b.  ___________________________________________________?

c.  ___________________________________________________?

d.  ___________________________________________________?

e.  ___________________________________________________? 

f.  ___________________________________________________? 

22. How do you rewrite these sentences as information questions?

a.  ___________________________________________________?
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b.  ___________________________________________________?

c.  ___________________________________________________?

d.  ___________________________________________________?

e.  ___________________________________________________?

f.  ___________________________________________________? 

Last night, I studied English for an hour.

23. What kind of word is studied? _________________

24. What kind of verb is studied? _________________

25. What is a general verb for all actions? _________________

26. What question word do you use to ask about actions? _________________

27. How would you ask about the underlined information?

a.  ________________________________ last night?

a.  Who were you talking to?
b.  Where did you go to?

c.  What should I put this food in?
d.  When does school start in?

28. Are all of these questions grammatically correct? yes no

29. What kind of word are to and in? _________________

30. How many of these questions are wrong? 1 2 3 4

31. Which of these questions are wrong? a b c d

32. Is it ok to end a question with a preposition...

a. ...if you use who or what? yes no

b. ...if you use when, where or how? yes no

Exercise 1: Yes/No Questions
Rewrite the following subject-verb pairs as yes/no questions.  Change I/we to you or
you to I/we.

1. I see A   ________________ 

2. He will see A   ________________

3. It begins A   ________________

4. We are doing A   ________________

5. He sent A   ________________

6. It can be A   ________________

7. They use A   ________________

8. It is raining A   ________________

9. She tells A   ________________

10. I stayed A   ________________

11. It was (hard) A   _________________

12. He works A   _________________

13. We need A   _________________

14. It helped A   _________________

15. He should try A   _________________

16. We stopped A   _________________

17. You may go A   _________________

18. They pay A   _________________

19. I am reading A   _________________

20. It takes A   _________________
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Exercise 2: Information Questions
Make information questions from the underlined information.

On Saturday1, I will meet my friends2 at the park3 and we will play tennis4.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

Mia is working at Starbucks5 because she wants6 to go to Europe7 next summer8.

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

During winter break, Ally flew9 to Canada10 and went skiing11 with her family12.

9. ______________________________________________________________________

10. ______________________________________________________________________

11. ______________________________________________________________________

12. ______________________________________________________________________

a.  The movie was really funny.
b.  I feel much better today.

1. What kind of word are funny and better (good)? _________________

2. What kind of information does funny give? _________________

3. What kind of information does better give? _________________

4. What question word do you use for opinion or condition? _________________

5. How would you ask about the underlined information?

a. ________________________________?

b. ________________________________ today?

a.  We lived in Bahrain for four years.
b.  We go to Dubai once or twice a year.

6. Which sentence gives information about frequency? a b

7. Which sentence gives information about length of time? a b

8. What question phrase do you need for sentence a? How ____________?

9. What question phrase do you need for sentence b? How ____________?

10. How do you write these sentences as information questions?

a.  How ______________________________________?

b.  How ______________________________________?
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a.  How far did you run today?
b.  How tall is the Burj Khalifa Tower in Dubai?

11. What kind of word are far and tall? _________________

12. Are these fact or opinion adjectives? _________________

13. Which question asks about height? a b

14. Which question asks about distance? a b

15. What adjective would you use to ask about...

a. ...age? __________

b. ...weight? __________

c. ...depth? __________

d. ...temperature? __________ or

__________

e. ...width? __________

f.  ...speed? __________

g. ...price? __________

h. ...size? __________ or

__________

a.  How difficult was the test?
b.  How happy was she when you gave her the present?

16. What kind of word are difficult and happy? _________________

17. Are these fact or opinion adjectives? _________________

18. Can you make questions with how and most adjectives? yes no

19. Can you make question with how and adverbs? yes no

Exercise 3: How Questions
Make information questions that match each answer.

how long how often how strong how how far

1. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: We got to Koh Lanta by boat.

2. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: I will stay in Hawaii for ten days.

3. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: Every day, I swim about 2,000 meters.

4. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: The earthquake was a magnitude 5.2.

5. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: Leap Year occurs once every four years.
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how how early how often how fast how long

6. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: I can type about 70 words a minute.

7. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: A rugby match lasts 80 minutes.

8. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: I have to wake up at 5:00 tomorrow morning.

9. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: The test was kind of easy.

10. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: We go skiing two or three times every winter.

Exercise 4: Information Questions
Make information questions from the underlined information.

Lucy goes to rugby practice1 once a week2 on Saturday morning3 at the Rugby Club4.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________

Kae talked5 to her boyfriend6 on Skype7 last night8 for over an hour9.

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

9. ______________________________________________________________________

Joey had to go10 to the hospital11 because12 he injured his knee13 playing hockey14.

10. ______________________________________________________________________

11. ______________________________________________________________________

12. ______________________________________________________________________

13. ______________________________________________________________________

14. ______________________________________________________________________
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a.  How many money do you have?
b.  How much money do you have?

1. Are both of these questions correct? yes no

2. Which one is correct? a b

3. Is money countable or uncountable? _________________

a.  How many people are coming to the party?
b.  How much people are coming to the party?

4. Are both of these questions correct? yes no

5. Which one is correct? a b

6. Is people countable or uncountable? _________________

7. Which word do you use to ask about countable nouns? much many

8. Which word do you use to ask about uncountable nouns? much many

A: I need a couple of paper clips.
B: How many do you need?

A: I bought my plane ticket today?
B: Great.  How much did it cost?

9. Are both of these dialogues correct? yes no

10. In the first dialogue, how many of what do I need? _________________

11. In the second dialogue, how much what did it cost? _________________

12. Do you need to add the noun to how much or how many...

a. ...if it has been mentioned in the conversation already? yes no

b. ...if it is understood because of the verb? yes no

I read fifty pages last night.

a.  How much did you read?
b.  How much pages did you read?
c.  How many pages did you read?
d.  How many did you read pages?

13. Are all of these questions grammatically correct? yes no

14. How many of them are correct? 1 2 3

15. Is the idea of pages clear because of the verb read? yes no

16. Is question a ok? yes no

17. Is pages countable or uncountable? _________________

18. Which question word do you need with pages? much many

19. Which question is correct? b c

20. Can you leave the noun at the end of the question? yes no

21. Is question d ok? yes no
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Exercise 5: Countable or Uncountable?
Write a or an in front of countable nouns and some in front of uncountable nouns.
Write both if it is sometimes countable and sometimes uncountable.

1. _______ watermelon

2. _______ meat

3. _______ muffin

4. _______ bread

5. _______ egg

6. _______ air

7. _______ news

8. _______ newspaper

9. _______ chewing gum

10. _______ advice

11. _______ mistake

12. _______ idea

13. _______ rain

14. _______ raindrop

15. _______ cake

16. _______ blood

17. _______ food

18. _______ meal

19. _______ work

20. _______ job

Exercise 6: How much...? / How many...?
Make questions for the following information.  Always use how much or how many.

1. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: I ate in the cafeteria three times last week.

2. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: I spent 3 hours studying for the test last night.

3. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: You should use two teaspoons of sugar.

4. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: I read over fifty pages last night.

5. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: Why don’t we get two large pizzas.

6. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: I made three cups of rice.

7. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: I need forty-five copies, please.

8. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: We are going to stay in New York four days.

9. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: Kimo weighs about 10 kilograms.

10. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: My jacket cost about $100.
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Exercise 7: How...?
Make questions for the following answers.  Always use how.

1. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: I need three pieces of paper.

2. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: Kelly studied for three hours last night.

3. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: We usually go to the beach two or three times a month.

4. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: It costs about $800 to fly from Honolulu to New York.

5. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: It took Erin about four and a half hours to finish the marathon.

6. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: It’s over 100E today.

7. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: I’ll be finished in about 10 minutes. [What adjective means in a short time?]

8. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: The pool is about 5 meters deep.

9. Q: ____________________________________________________________________

A: Nolan Ryan could throw a baseball over 100 miles per hour.

10. Q: __________________________________________________________________ or

____________________________________________________________________

A: My suitcase weighed over 30 kilograms.

a.  What do you want to have for dinner?
b.  Which do you want to have for dinner?

1. Are both of these questions grammatically correct? yes no

2. Are they both ok for this situation? yes no

3. How many answers are there to this question? a few many

4. Which question is correct? a b

a.  What do you want to have for dinner, pasta or curry rice?
b.  Which do you want to have for dinner, pasta or curry rice?
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5. Are both of these questions grammatically correct? yes no

6. Are they both ok for this situation? yes no

7. How many answers are there to this question? two many

8. Which question is correct? a b

9. When you ask about things, which should you use...

a. ...if there are only two or three choices? what which

b. ...if there are many possible answers (unlimited)? what which

a.  Which do you like, rugby or soccer?
b.  Which do you like better, rugby or soccer?

10. Are both of these questions well written? yes no

11. Can I like both sports? yes no

12. Which question is well-written? a b

13. What form of the adjective good is better? _________________

14. Is it common to use comparative words with which? yes no

_____ does school start?

15. What two words do you need with in this question...

a. ...if the answer is 8:10? _________________

b. ...if the answer is Tuesday? _________________

c. ...if the answer is September? _________________

16. What kind of word are time, day and month? _________________

17. Which is more specific, when or what time? _________________

18. Is it common to add a noun after what in questions? yes no

19. Is it common to add nouns to which? yes no

a.  What do you want to have for dinner?
b.  What food do you want to have for dinner?

20. Is the idea of food understood when you ask about dinner? yes no

21. Is question b a good choice? yes no

22. What could I add to question b if the answer is Italian food? What __________ food?

a.  What are you reading right now?
b.  What book are you reading right now?
c.  What kind of book are you reading right now?

23. Are all of these questions good? yes no

24. Which question is not so good? a b c

25. Which question is good if the answer is Harry Potter and...? a b c

26. Which question is good if the answer is a romance novel? a b c

27. Does kind of ask about a specific thing or a general group? _________________

28. What is another word you could use instead of kind (of)? _________________
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Exercise 8: What and Which
Make information questions that match each answer.

what college
which OS

what
which

what kind of
what kind of

which car
what color

which tie
what sports

1. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: We will buy the green Jeep.  (Not the white Toyota.)

2. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: In high school, Kai played rugby and cricket.

3. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: The Pacific Ocean is bigger than the Atlantic Ocean.

4. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: I graduated from Northeastern University.

5. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: My major in university was biology.

6. Q: ____________________________________________________________?

A: We painted our kitchen light blue.

7. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: Tonight, I want to see a comedy.

8. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: I prefer iOS to Windows.

9. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: You should wear the dark green tie. [It’s better than the blue one.]

10. Q: ___________________________________________________________________?

A: A platypus is a mammal that lays eggs. [Use animal.]

Exercise 9: Information Questions
Make information questions from the underlined information.

We went to a sushi bar1 on Friday2, but we had to wait an hour3 because4 it was crowded.

1. ______________________________________________________________________

2. ______________________________________________________________________

3. ______________________________________________________________________

4. ______________________________________________________________________
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On Tuesday5 I have my math6 test.  It starts at 8:307 and lasts two hours8.

5. ______________________________________________________________________

6. ______________________________________________________________________

7. ______________________________________________________________________

8. ______________________________________________________________________

Kara goes9 to the pool every day10 by bicycle11 and swims about 2,000 meters12.

9. ______________________________________________________________________

10. ______________________________________________________________________

11. ______________________________________________________________________

12. ______________________________________________________________________

Julia made the cookies with her mother.

1. How would you write this sentence as a yes/no question?

a.  __________________________________________?

2. What part of this sentence is cookies? _________________

3. To ask about cookies, what question word would you use? _________________

4. What part of this sentence is (her) mother? _________________

5. To ask about mother, what question word would you use? _________________

6. To ask about cookies and mother, do you need to add anything? yes no

7. What word do you need to add? _________________

8. What happens to made when you add did for the question? made  A _________

9. How would you write this sentence as information questions?

a.  (cookies) __________________________________________?

b.  (mother) __________________________________________?

10. What part of this sentence is Julia? _________________

11. To ask about Julia...,

a. ...what question word would you use? _________________

b. ...do you need to add anything? _________________

c. ...do you change made to make? yes no

12. How would you write this sentence as a subject question?

a.  ____________________ the cookies?

13. How many words do you need to answer this question? 1 2 3+

14. How would you answer this question? _______      _______
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a.  Skyler can speak Japanese.
b.  Reina was waiting in the hall.

15. How would you write these sentences as subject questions?

a.  __________________________________________?

b.  __________________________________________?

16. Do these sentences have helping verbs? yes no

17. How would you answer these questions?

a.  _____________________

b.  _____________________

18. To answer a subject question, do you need a helping verb? yes no

a.  Devin needs a pencil.
b.  Devin needed a pencil.

19. Do either of these sentences have a helping verb? yes no

20. How would you write these sentences as subject questions?

a.  __________________________________________?

b.  __________________________________________?

21. How would you answer these questions?

a.  _____________________

b.  _____________________

Students clean Japanese schools. '
a.  Who clean Japanese schools?
b.  Who cleans Japanese schools?

22. In the statement, is the subject singular or plural? ________________

23. Which subject question is correct? a b

24. Is who always singular or plural? _________________

25. How do you answer the subject question? Students _________

26. Is what always singular? yes no

a.  Who forgot to bring _____ textbook?
b.  Who didn’t bring _____ textbook?

27. Are both of these questions grammatically correct? yes no

28. Do you know if the answer will be singular or plural? yes no

29. Do you know if the answer will be male or female? yes no

30. What adjective pronoun do you need in the question? yes no

31. In this case, is their considered singular or plural? _________________

32. How do you answer these questions?

a.  _____________________

b.  _____________________
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a.  The U.K., France and the U.S. have red, white and blue flags.
b.  Canada is larger than the U.S.

33. How would you write these sentences as subject questions?

a.  ____________________________ red, white and blue flags?

b.  ____________________________, Canada or the U.S.?

34. In these questions, what are the subjects? a. __________   b. ___________

35. What kind of word are what and which like? _________________

36. Do what and which control the form of the main verb? yes no

37. How do you answer these subject questions?

a.  _____________________

b.  _____________________

Exercise 10: Subject Questions
Make subject questions from the following words.  Then, finish the answer.

1. (want / have / pizza / dinner)

Q: ______________________________________? A: We _________

2. (cause / the tsunami)          [past tense]

Q: ______________________________________? A: An earthquake __________

3. (harder / pronounce / French / Spanish)

Q: ______________________________________? A: French __________

4. (not / finish / homework) [past tense]

Q: ______________________________________? A: I _________

5. (run / fast / a lion / a tiger) [ability]

Q: ______________________________________? A: A lion __________

6. (require / a helmet / pads) [These sports need both.]

Q: ______________________________________? A: Football and hockey _______

7. (work / the computer lab / right now)

Q: ______________________________________? A: Emma and Miguel _________

8. (win / the Super ‘Bowl / next year)

Q: ______________________________________? A: I think the Cowboys ________

9. (cost / more / a Toyota / a Lexus)

Q: _______________________________________? A: A Lexus __________

10. (not / live / the dorms)

Q: _______________________________________? A: I __________
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